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ABSTRACT: We investigate the nucleation defect-triggered oxidation of Cu covered by CVD graphene during post-annealing in air. The results reveal that different growth conditions may induce imperfect nucleation of graphene, and cause creation of defects near the nucleation point such as pin holes and amorphous carbon. These defects would serve as a pathway for the diffusion of O2 during thermal annealing, allowing oxidation of Cu to progress gradually from the nucleation center towards the growth edge. The oxidation process follows the graphene morphology closely; the shape of the oxidized area of Cu has a striking resemblance to that of the graphene flakes. Our work demonstrates that inferior graphene nucleation in CVD processes can compromise the oxidation resistance of a graphene coated Cu substrate, and indirectly reveal the structure and integrity of graphene, which is of fundamental importance for the quality monitoring and control of graphene growth, for understanding the mechanisms of graphene nucleation and growth, and has implications for graphene’s use in electronic and passivation applications.

INTRODUCTION

Process control of the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth of graphene on Cu is critical for achieving high quality and throughput in graphene production. A typical CVD process for graphene synthesis consists of two stages: nucleation of individual graphene crystallites on the surface of Cu, followed by accretion growth at the edges. With this two-dimensional growth process, these randomly distributed graphene nuclei grow together and eventually create a polycrystalline film composed of numerous grain boundaries. To reduce grain boundaries in graphene film, intensive efforts have been made in developing strategies to reduce the nucleation density and accurately control the growth kinetics6-9, and even to nucleate highly oriented graphene domains so that separate domains grow together into a seamless single-crystal7-9. In other words, nucleation of graphene can determine the graphene domain sizes and the frequency of grain boundaries in the graphene film, which, in turn, can play a crucial role in the material quality such as carrier mobility, mechanical properties and thermal conductivity3,10-11.

At the same time, it is also important to understand where the nucleation sites occur. Generally, it is believed that the locations of the nucleation sites of graphene on Cu are determined by the presence of imperfections on Cu substrates such as step edges12-13, defects14-15, and surface impurities.6,16-17 Nucleation proceeds by the formation of chains of carbon atoms and clusters of sp2 bonded carbon at imperfections on the Cu surface in the initial stage of growth, and have been found to be largely dependent on growth parameters like temperature and system pressure18-19. Indeed, it is evident that different reaction conditions – gas partial pressures, temperature and time - influence the different gas-phase reactions and dynamics, which are critical for the nucleation and the subsequent growth of graphene and further influence the layer uniformity20, and can result in highly defected graphene21. Thus, the initial nucleation stage of graphene in the CVD process largely determines the quality of the graphene at the growth stage, since disorder locked-in early on limits the quality of the subsequent growth. However, the effect of this disorder at the nucleation site on the quality of the graphene film, and in particular the effect of disordered graphene at the nucleation site on the properties of graphene and subsequent growth, remain unexplored.

In this work, oxidation of Cu through a layer of CVD grown graphene is used to assess the quality of CVD graphene growth via optical microscopy – oxidized copper regions are readily visible in the optical microscope and allow unequivocal identification of areas where graphene is permeable or absent. Our findings suggest that the initial CVD conditions are critical for the nucleation of graphene, and subsequently determine the formation of defects such as pin holes and accumulated amorphous carbon. This plays a significant role in the thermal oxidation of graphene and the underlying Cu substrate in air. It is shown that the oxidation starts from the nucleation site of graphene, before proceeding along the graphene-copper interface. This oxidation along the graphene-copper interface progresses according to the graphene morphology,
giving rise to striking similarities in the morphology of graphene and copper oxide structures. Our results demonstrate the oxidation behavior of Cu coated by CVD graphene (whether partial or full-coverage growth) is highly correlated with graphene crystal morphology and defect density, particularly at the nucleation center of the crystallite, and that this is of fundamental importance in understanding the mechanism of graphene barrier properties and for mechanical and electrical applications of CVD graphene.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

**CVD synthesis.** Cu foils (99.8% purity, 25 μm thick, Alfa Aesar) were electropolished according to a method described previously and then used as growth substrates within an Aixtron Black Magic cold wall CVD system. After an annealing process in a hydrogen/argon atmosphere, growth is initiated by introducing a methane (CH₄) feedstock and hydrogen (H₂) carrier gas in the chamber. The annealing was performed in a mixture of 1000 sccm (standard cubic centimeters per minute) H₂ and 1000 sccm argon (Ar) for 30 min in all cases. Both annealing and growth were performed at low pressure (20 mbar). The samples with inferior nucleation were grown on the electropolished Cu surface in CH₄ (2 sccm) diluted with H₂ (50 sccm) at 900 °C for 5-30 min growth. High quality nucleation and growth was achieved either by increasing the growth temperature to 1000 °C, or reducing the flow rate of CH₄ to 0.5 sccm for the growth while keeping the other CVD conditions unchanged.

**Transfer of graphene.** A 5 μm sacrificial layer of cellulose acetate butyrate (30 kDa, 0.3 g/l in ethyl acetate) (CAB), is spun (1000 rpm, 60 s) on the Cu substrates before graphene growth, then baked at 100 °C for 30 min. Graphene on the back side of the foils is removed by oxygen plasma (50 W, 2 min). Subsequently, electrochemical generation of hydrogen bubbles at the graphene copper interface was employed to transfer graphene from Cu surfaces onto 300 nm SiO₂/Si substrates. The CAB polymer support layers were finally dissolved with hot acetone, leaving the graphene layers adhered to the SiO₂/Si substrates.

**Characterization of graphene.** Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss Supra VP 60, 10 kV) equipped with EDX was used to characterize the morphology and measure the elemental distribution of as-produced graphene before and after thermal annealing in air. A Nikon Eclipse L200 microscope equipped with a programmable Prior Scientific XYZ stage and a 5100x objective with NA = 0.3 (0.484 μm / pixel @ 100X) is used to observe the transformation of oxidation of Cu covered by graphene. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Dimension Icon-PT from Bruker AXS) was used to observe the morphology and height profile of as-synthesized graphene before and after transfer. Raman spectra and Raman mapping were performed with a Thermo Fisher DXR microscope under ambient conditions using a 455 nm excitation laser source. The nominal spot size is 700 nm. The power of the laser is kept below 1 mW. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed with an Escalab 220i-XL from Thermo Scientific. A monochromatized Al K-Alpha X-ray source with photon energy 1486.7 eV was used as photon source.
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**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

We synthesized partial-coverage and full-coverage graphene films on Cu foils by CVD using a CH₄ precursor and varying the growth time. Optical microscopy is used to study the morphology and structural quality of the as-synthesized graphene by oxidizing the underlying Cu substrate through defects at 250 °C in air. As perfect graphene is thermally/chemically stable at this temperature in air and impermeable to all atoms and molecules, in the ideal case of full coverage pristine graphene the Cu surface would be protected from oxidation and the graphene itself would not be damaged by oxidation. Any deviation from pristine graphene in close contact with Cu leads to oxidation-induced color changes in the copper surface clearly visible in the optical microscope. Defects such as grain boundaries and wrinkles can for instance act as channels for the oxygen diffusion, and are clearly visible during the oxidation.

Based on this, the structural quality of graphene can be assessed via optical microscopy. As shown in Figure 1a, as-grown tetragonal graphene grains are randomly distributed on the Cu foil as a result of the CVD growth process, and are clearly visible after thermal oxidation in air at 250
℃ for 20 min. The optical image shows the commonly observed apparent contrast from the bare copper surface to graphene grains due to different degree of oxidation. In particular, the individual graphene grains with oxidation-induced pattern from center to the edge tend to align over a large area (Figure S1), showing high reproducibility and high yield of the oxidation process. We note that the copper near the graphene nucleation sites seems to be more severely oxidized than near the graphene edge. This can be explained by defects at the nucleation sites allowing diffusion of oxygen to the copper surface. This effect can be observed more clearly in the full-coverage graphene sample (Figure 1b). As shown in Figure 1b, oxidized areas of the copper are distributed over the graphene films, which correspond to the most probable distribution of nucleation sites. Interestingly, the oxidized shape associated with the nucleation site is quite similar to the shape of graphene grains in Figure 1a. This can be confirmed in the magnified scanning electron microscopy (SEM) shown in Figure 1c. Raman spectra (Figure 1d) of the graphene before and after oxidation also show some differences. Both spectra of graphene before and after oxidation show the characteristic 2D and G peaks. Distinctive features arise around the graphene D peak region, but associated with Cu oxides in the oxidized samples, indicating that the oxidation has affected the areas with imperfect graphene. At the same time, the G and 2D peaks undergo red shifts by 2 cm⁻¹ and 29 cm⁻¹, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the thermal oxidation of graphene with different oxidation time in air at the same thermal annealing temperature (250 ℃). As illustrated, the Cu surfaces grown with incomplete (Figure 2a-d) and complete coverage of graphene (Figure 2e-h) show increasing apparent oxidation around the nucleation site with increased annealing time at 250 ℃. This indicates that the oxidation starts from graphene nucleation sites and proceeds parallel to the graphene-Cu interface, with the continuous formation of oxides at the nucleation sites throughout the 2-30 min oxidation process. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to analyze the surface composition of the samples after annealing. We choose the full-coverage sample annealed for 20 min at 250 ℃ in air for the analysis. As shown in Figure 2i, a typical survey scan shows the sample after annealing contains oxygen, carbon, and copper, as expected. The C 1s spectrum (Figure 2j) mostly exhibits an asymmetric shape typical of graphitic sp² carbon with a binding energy of 284.6 eV. The remainder of the spectrum can be fit by C-C sp³ (284.8 eV), hydroxyl C-OH (286.3 eV), carbonyl C=O (288.1 eV). The Cu 2p spectrum consists of several peaks after annealing, which correspond to the formation of different Cu oxides: Cu₂O (932.5 eV) which is very close to Cu (932.6 eV), CuO (933.7 eV) and Cu(OH)₂ (934.7 eV). In addition, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was also performed on partial coverage graphene samples for the elemental analysis. We choose different spots located at graphene nucleation site, graphene edge, and Cu surface for the analysis. The locations analyzed are mainly composed of carbon, oxygen, and copper, as shown in the EDX spectra (Figure S2). However, the oxygen content differs. The exposed Cu surface shows the strongest oxygen signal while graphene edges do not show any clear oxygen signal, which is reasonable for samples oxidized in air because graphene can protect the underlying Cu from oxidation. We note that
the graphene nucleation sites have a moderate oxygen signal due to the oxidized Cu beneath graphene. Figure S3 shows results for the elemental mapping of graphene films. As expected, the elemental distribution of oxygen corresponds very well with the distribution of nucleation sites of graphene. These results agree well with the observation in optical microscopy above, confirming that the rapid thermal oxidation of Cu with graphene in air starts from graphene nucleation sites due to defects formed during the nucleation process in CVD.

Figure 3. (a) SEM image of as-synthesized graphene grains without annealing. (b) Optical image of as-synthesized graphene grains transferred onto the SiO2/Si substrate. (c, d) Raman mapping of the 2D and D band intensity of graphene grains transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate. (e, f) Raman mapping of the 2D and D band intensity of an individual graphene grain transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate. (g) Raman spectra of the different area as labeled A, B, and C in (e).

To further understand the origin and distribution of graphene defects around the graphene nucleation site and why oxidation of Cu is so prevalent in these areas during the post-growth thermal oxidation, the as-synthesized graphene grains without oxidation were transferred onto SiO2/Si substrates and characterized by Raman spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 3a and b, SEM image of graphene grains before transfer correspond well to optical images of graphene grains after transfer, showing close to 100% yield of transfer. In addition, the graphene nuclei can be clearly discriminated both in the SEM and optical images, displaying higher contrast areas, marked by the red arrow in Figure 3a and b. Furthermore, Raman spectroscopic characterization can provide detailed information on the quality of graphene. Figure 3c and d show micro-Raman spatial mapping of the 2D and D peaks which negatively correlate over a 100x50 μm area, showing locally reduced 2D peak and increased D peak intensity at graphene nuclei, with the 2D peak increasing and the D peak decreasing towards the edge of the graphene domains. This heterogeneity in the distribution of defects and graphene quality is clearly demonstrated in the high-magnification micro-Raman maps of an individual graphene grains (Figure 3e and f). Raman spectra for the areas labeled A, B, and C in Figure 3e - which correspond to the nucleation site, near the nucleation site, and leading edge of the growth front respectively - exhibit typical characteristics of single-layer graphene with increasing intensity of D peak closer to the center of the graphene grain. This indicates a high density of defects around the graphene domain nuclei during the CVD process, with gradually improving quality towards the graphene grain edges.

As shown in Figure 4a, the SEM image shows that the morphology of oxidized Cu follows the growth morphology of the graphene grain. To reveal the details of the nuclei, we carried out the atomic force microscope (AFM) measurement of graphene transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate (Figure 4b). The AFM image shows the four-lobed morphology of a tetragonal graphene grain, with uniform height distribution. The height of the graphene lobe with respect to the substrate is found to be ~0.86(13) nm at the right hand edge, which is in accord with reports for one atom-thick graphene on SiO2/Si substrates. More distinctive features arise at the nucleus of the transferred graphene grain, showing a hill-like topography. This is clearly seen in the magnified AFM image (Figure 4c) taken from the region of the graphene nucleation center. As shown, the height of the nucleus is found to have a parabolic profile and a maximum height of ~36 nm. This indicates that the nucleation point is composed of some impurities/defects such as an accumulation of amorphous carbon rather than graphene, making it weaker protection against the Cu substrate. Alternatively, the nucleation point could be composed of a buried impurity nanoparticle transferred from the Cu catalyst layer, which distorts the graphene lattice and acts as a secondary catalyst site for the oxidation of the underlying Cu and possibly the neighboring graphene.

Based on these observations, we have concluded that the nucleation process during CVD is responsible for the oxidation preference of Cu around graphene nucleation sites, with defected graphene at the nucleation center acting as a poor barrier against Cu oxidation. The proposed nucleation-growth mechanism and associated influence on their oxidation is illustrated in Figure 4d. CVD graphene grows on the Cu surface via a nucleation-growth mechanism and is predominantly single-layer owing to the self-limiting growth effect. Methane is broken down through dissociative chemisorption on the Cu surface, and the concentration of the dissociated carbon species increases and reaches a critical level, where the carbon species aggregate into small critical nuclei at appropriate sites. Then the nuclei continue to enlarge over the surface into graphene grains. Nucleation occurs preferentially at low-energy sites
such as terraces$^{12-13}$ and nanoparticles$^{16-17}$ on Cu surface which serve as the nucleation sites for graphene growth (Figure S4).

The rapid growth of graphene at such nucleation centers is apt to form defects$^{31-32}$, which allows O$_2$ to enter and oxidize the Cu below. It should also be noted that different CVD conditions like temperature, system pressure and gas flow rate would also affect the nucleation process, leading the inferior nucleation and formation of defects. Here our experiments typically use a CH$_4$ gas feedstock mixed with H$_2$ flowing over a heated Cu foil in a cold wall CVD system. The elevated temperature of Cu (both on the target substrate and the vapour-phase contaminant in the chamber when condensed on the cold walls of the system) is expected to catalyze gas phase reactions, driving the gaseous composition toward the formation of higher order C$_x$H$_y$ species.$^{21}$ Such gas phase reactions, which are time- and temperature-dependent and define the lowest energy configuration of a thermodynamic equilibrium under specific CVD condition, is also the initial step in the reaction pathway for graphene formation by nucleation. The formation of higher order C$_x$H$_y$ species from methane feedstock is likely to be critical for the nucleation, and the disordered incorporation of these higher order hydrocarbons into the nucleation center of the graphene grain is probably the origin of the higher defect density here. In other words, incomplete breakdown and higher order hydrocarbon species cause the formation of defects such as pin holes and accumulation of amorphous carbon in the initial stage of nucleation (Figure 4d and Figure 5). This imperfect nucleation plays a significant role in the thermal oxidation of graphene and Cu in the air as shown here. Oxidation starts from the nucleation site of graphene then progresses in the 2D plane, because oxygen from the air diffuses through such defects more easily (Figure 4d and Figure 5).

In addition to thermally assisted oxidation of graphene coated Cu in air, we also studied the slow oxidation behavior of our graphene on Cu foil at room temperature by exposure to the atmospheric environment for a long duration (3 months). We observed some differences in oxidation mechanism of Cu foil compared to thermally assisted oxidation. Figure S6 a shows an optical image of graphene grains on Cu foil exposed to ambient conditions at room temperature for 3 months. It can be seen that besides a similar oxidation effect occurring at nucleation sites, the oxidation of Cu foil simultaneously occurs with diffusion of O$_2$ through the reactive grains edges, which is accordance with other reports$^{32-33}$. This oxidation from the edges is seen in SEM (Figure S6 b and c) and AFM images (Figure S6 e). Meanwhile, magnified AFM images (Figure S6 e and f) display the oxidized surface topology in the nucleation site.

As described above, a combination of copper impurity-assisted nucleation and gas phase reactions involved in CVD conditions causes the formation of defects during graphene nucleation. However, the Cu foils employed for the growth in our experiments have been electropolished to reduce the Cu surface imperfections as far as possible. Even so, the produced graphene still shows a similar nucleation defect-triggered oxidation of Cu below the graphene across the surface. Thus, we suggest that here the typical defects formed during the initial stage of nucleation of graphene are dominated by the CVD conditions, namely the formation of higher order hydrocarbons in the gas phase. In principle, the perfect nucleation and growth of graphene on copper proceeds by the formation of chains of carbon atoms and then clusters of sp2 bonded carbon at the nucleation site, and has been found to be largely independent of impurities and the Cu facet on which growth occurs (Figure 5a and b). Considering the relatively low tempera-
ture (900 °C) used in our experiments, this would cause incomplete decomposition of feedstock molecules and any higher order hydrocarbon species, inducing imperfect nucleation of graphene in the CVD process. When increasing the growth temperature to 1000 °C, the graphene nucleates and grows on the Cu surface with much better quality (Figure 5c and d). As shown in the optical image (Figure 5c), the synthesized graphene has a much larger domain size than for the lower temperature growth. Figure 5d shows the magnified SEM image of an individual graphene grain after annealing in the air for 20 min at 250 °C: oxidation does not occur at the nucleation site. In addition, by reducing the flow rate of feedstock (CH₄) to 0.5 sccm, lower defect density at the nucleation site can be obtained in a similar way. After thermal oxidation, Cu oxide is not visible at nucleation sites, as shown both in optical (Figure 5e) and SEM images (Figure 5f) – however some cracks are visible in the individual graphene grains, most likely due to thermal stress. These observations highlight the difference in the nucleation process occurring over the Cu surface, here leading to a perfect nucleation and growth which is schematically shown in Figure 5a and b.

**CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, we have systematically studied the relationship between CVD graphene nucleation and associated influence on the oxidation of as synthesized graphene on Cu surface. Using optical microscopy combined with thermal annealing in air, we find that the initial stage of nucleation has a pronounced influence on the degree and distribution of defects in the graphene domains, which we ascribe to the different gas phase and thermodynamic equilibrium associated with CVD conditions. These defects would serve as a channel for the interfacial diffusion of O₂ during the thermal annealing, transforming the oxidation of Cu gradually from nucleation center towards the growth edge in a pattern that reflects the structural quality and orientation of the graphene flake. By optimizing the growth conditions (reducing the flow rate of feedstock or increasing the growth temperature in our experiments), high quality graphene can be grown on Cu surface with no oxidation occurring at the nucleation sites. The anisotropic distribution of defected graphene which we observe at nucleation centers points to a heretofore unrevealed nucleation mechanism of graphene dependent on higher order hydrocarbons in the gas phase, and has important implications for the oxidation resistance of Cu-coated graphene, and more generally for CVD graphene as a barrier layer. In addition, such oxidation experiments represent a rapid and facile means of monitoring the quality of CVD grown graphene directly on the growth catalyst using only an optical microscope.
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